
The Problem of Resemblance in Peirce’s (so-called) Associationism 

In the associationist tradition, resemblance is probably the major issue. The key for 
understanding  the  life  of  ideas  is  to  grasp  the  reason  why  mental  representations  get 
connected on the basis of some features that look alike (contiguity is generally secondary, 
except  for  James Mill).  In  the  modern paradigm of  anti-nominalistic  philosophy of  mind 
(roughly, inherited from logical atomism), the syntactic concept of logical consequence stands 
instead of the psychological notion of association. But the limits of such a mental logic have 
been stressed throughout  the 20th century.  That  is  why it  is  worth going back to  a  more 
« human » model, which takes the agent’s limitations into account without committing into a 
kind of Millian nominalism. Such is Peirce’s theory of the mental. 

It  has  been widely overlooked how close to  associationism Peirce’s  philosophy of 
mind is in some respects. In fact, his own interpretation of associationism is but a semiotic  
model of the mind, for to be associated with something else means to be a sign of it (W2.237), 
with  the  important  difference  that  inference  viewed  as  association  entails  a  discrete 
conception of the mind, whereas the semiotic mind is a continuous process  (W1.167). As a 
consequence, the theories of association claim that ideas in consciousness are concrete images 
of things in existence (W2.304). For them, every idea is fundamentally singular. That is why 
Peirce’s synthesis between empiricism, logic and semiotics is monstruous from the start. 

Nevertheless, similarity still plays a central role in Peirce’s model, for it lies at the 
heart  of  the  iconic  relation.  Explaining  resemblance  in  purely  empiricist  terms  is  very 
challenging, because it supposes comparison, that is a ratio and a criterium, which are not 
reduceable  to  associative  laws.  But  even  in  a  semiotic  model  is  it  a  problem.  Indeed, 
comparing ideas supposes to create a relation between ideas judged as similar ; but how can 
they be judged so without a previous comparison ? After considering that a solution could be 
provided by a close psychological analysis of the act of comparison (W2.53), which belongs 
to the class of hypothesis  (W2.226),  and especially  of the role of the interpretant,  Peirce 
eventually dismisses the possibility of comparison itself. Indeed, a brute mental fact does not 
have parts and, being absolutely sui generis, cannot be related to anything else (W2.225) ; and 
two ideas are never presented in the same state of consciousness (W3.63, cf. MS 961, 1892), 
so that they do not share any common element. Peirce’s solution is to claim that similarity 
comes from the considering as similar. Resemblance is invented, so to speak, by association. 
To see two objects as blue is ipso facto to put them in a relation of similarity (1.566, 1896). 

Resemblance thus  consists  in  the fact  that  two ideas are  naturally  joined together 
(7.392,  1894),  that  is,  joined  by  the  « internal »  or  « occult »  (that  is,  only  known  by 
experimentation,  7.392n7,  1893)  nature  of  the  mind.  To  judge  of  a  similarity  is  to 
acknowledge that we feel compelled to synthetize two feelings (W6.187). This « real effective 
force » (W2.226) refers to a physiological fact, a mysterious « mental constitution » (W3.36). 
Is mental semiotics commited to sin against anti-psychologism ? That is what one can fear 
when reading that psychophysical laws should shed a strong light upon the theory of logic 
(W4.40).  In  this  paper,  after  presenting  the  steps  of  Peirce’s  elaborating  the  concept  of 
similarity, I defend his conception of resemblance against such threats. For resemblance is but 
the suggestion of infinitesimally close qualities (6.139, 1892) thanks to the temporal structure 
of consciousness. Resemblance and continuity are but the same thing, which is thought. That 
is why « similarity is thought », as is written in an unpublished manuscript (MS 403, 1894). A 
general concept is thus a sort of composite photograph of a number of images associated 
according to similarity. It still raises some of the classical problems of associationism, which 
are not, I argue, all solved by F. Stjernfelt’s « operational » view of resemblance1.

1 Frederik Stjernfelt, “Diagrams as Centerpiece of a Peircean Epistemology ”, 2000, p. 358.
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